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in the shadow of a new bridge

SEA 
LIFETHRIVES
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Built in 1930, the old Ponquogue Bridge is by far 
the most recognized icon of Hampton Bays.
Standing strong for nearly 90 years, it has with-
stood hurricanes and nor’easters. But having been 
constructed of wood timbers, it began to show 
signs of age in the late 1970s, and in 1986 a new, 
larger concrete span was constructed. The old 
bridge was tired, but it was not ready to retire. 
Upon completion of the new bridge, the old bridge 
quickly became a popular fishing spot. Then in 1998 
funding was secured from the state and the Town of 
Southampton to make much-needed renovations. 
The piers were reinforced, a boat ramp was built, 
and access in the way of a platform was added for 
scuba divers. Things were looking up for the old 
bridge—that was until 2012.
On October 29, 2012, Hurricane Sandy made landfall 
in the New York area and she brought with her winds 
in excess of 100 mph and pushed tides to 14 feet 
above normal heights. The high water and intense 
winds landed a devastating blow to the old bridge. 
In the days after the storm, it was obvious that the old 
bridge was on its last legs and there was talk within 
the town to tear down this historic icon. The local 
community was heartbroken, myself included. For 
me, the old bridge was more than a fishing pier or 
dive location: It helped shape the person I am today.
As the decision to tear down the old bridge was 
being made, I was approached by the Long Island 
Dive Association to help save it. They had arranged 
a meeting with the town and asked me to speak on 
the importance of the old bridge to the communi-
ty, as well as its value to the marine life that calls it 
home. Having spent a better part of my life on and 
under the old bridge, I was happy to assist in any 
way that I could.
After many meetings, and back-and-forths with 
contractors, it was decided to save the old bridge, 
and the Town of Southampton secured Federal 
Emergency Management Agency funding to re-
store it. Construction was started in October 2017, 
and in November 2018, the project was completed.
Thankfully, the old bridge will continue to remain a 
special place for the community of Hampton Bays 
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and for the countless number of marine organisms that 
can be found living among its pilings. Some of what you’ll 
find there includes: 

INVERTS

red beard sponge

sulfer sponge

seaweeds

Encrusted Pilings (inverts, red beard 
sponge, sulfur sponge, seaweeds)

We typically think of artificial reefs being made of old 
boats, retired subway cars, and concrete rubble. Al-
though that is often the case, any man-made structure 
can serve as an artificial reef. Hard substrates, such as the 
piling of the old and new bridges, provide an attachment 
point for seaweeds and filter feeding invertebrates such 
as barnacles, tunicates, and sponges. These stationary 
organisms provide food and shelter for more mobile 
organisms such as crabs, shrimp and small fish, which in 
turn attract larger predators.
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Frilled Sea Anemone
Sea anemones along with corals, jellyfish and hydroids belong 
to the phylum Cnidaria, named from the Greek word cnidos 
meaning “stinging nettle.” This is a very fitting name as all 
members of this phylum have tentacles that are armed with 
stinging cells known as nematocysts.
Used primarily for feeding, a nematocyst is a mini, harpoon-like 
cell that is triggered either when it comes in contact with prey or 
when it senses chemical cues in the water. Upon impact with its 
target, the cell releases venom that can cause paralysis or death 
of its victim. (Not to fear though; the frilled sea anemone packs 
a very mild sting.) Located in the center of the ring of tentacles is 
an opening that is both its mouth and its anus.

Blue Mussels
Blue mussels play an important role in the underwater 
ecosystem of the bridge. As they settle on the pilings and the 
surrounding sea floor, blue mussels create a vast labyrinth 
of hiding places for juvenile fish, crabs, shrimp, etc. As filter 
feeders that feed on phytoplankton, they help to minimize 
the intensity of harmful algal blooms such as the brown tide 
throughout the bay.

Our Local Echinoderms— 
Sea Star and Purple Sea Urchin
Translated from the Greek language, the term echinoderm 
means “spiny skinned.” It is a phylum (group) containing 
roughly 6,000 organisms that are only found living in marine 
environments.
Probably the best-known local echinoderm is the Forbes’ sea 
star. Growing to 10 inches in diameter, they are brownish in 
color and typically have five arms. Located on the topside of 
their body is a small, bright orange spot known as a madre-
porite. This sieve-like structure allows seawater to enter the 
water vascular system of the sea star, enabling it to control 
hundreds of suction-cupped tube feet that are used for loco-
motion and more importantly predation.
Bivalves such as mussels and clams are the favorite prey of 
sea stars. Upon finding a potential meal, the sea star will wrap 
its legs around the prey’s shell, and with its powerful suc-
tion-cupped tube feet it will begin to pull the shell apart. As 
the prey becomes fatigued, the shell will open ever so slightly, 
allowing the sea star to evert its stomach through its mouth 
and into the opening in the shell. Secreting digestive enzymes, 
the sea star turns the bivalve’s flesh into a “soup” that can then 
be absorbed by the sea star’s stomach.
The echinoderm that is most deserving of its “spiny skin” 
name is the sea urchin. Covered in sharp spines, they graze on 
algae by scraping rocks with five teeth that are located in the 
center of their underside. Although the spines form a formi-
dable defense, sea urchins are a favorite food of gulls, trigger-
fish and blackfish.

frilled sea anemone

blue mussels

sea star

purple sea urchin
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horseshoe crab

lady crab

moon snail

sand collar

Horseshoe Crab
Appearing on this planet approximately 300 million years 
ago—that is 100 million years prior to the first dino-
saurs—horseshoe crabs are truly a living fossil. Although 
they are often referred to as crabs, they are not true 
crustaceans. In fact, they are actually arachnids and more 
closely related to spiders and scorpions than crabs.

The first question I am often asked about a horseshoe 
crab is, “Are they dangerous?” To everyone’s surprise, 
the answer is no. That answer is generally followed by 
a second question, “But what about that long, sword-
like tail?” A horseshoe crab’s first line of defense is its 
hard-outer shell, not its tail. Few predators can pene-
trate the shell of an adult horseshoe crab. Its underside, 
however, is extremely vulnerable. When flipped upside 
down, a horseshoe crab will arch its body and uses its tail 
as a lever to right itself. Although it is not a weapon, you 
should never pick up a horseshoe crab by its tail. It is deli-
cately attached to the body, and if it should break off, the 
horseshoe crab will have no way to right itself.

Lady Crab
Lady crabs (aka. sand or calico crab) are very common 
throughout Shinnecock Bay. Equipped with two pad-
dle-like hind legs and sharp claws, they will lie buried in 
the sand and ambush unsuspecting prey as they swim by.

During the early summer, it is very common to observe 
male lady crabs posturing in what looks like signs of 
aggression by holding their claws above their head. How-
ever, after careful observation you will quickly realize that 
he is actually putting on an extravagant “love dance” in 
order to attract the attention of passing females.

Moon Snail
The moon snail is a large carnivorous snail that burrows 
through the substrate hunting for clams. Upon finding its 
prey, the moon snail wraps its body around the clam and 
slowly rasps a small, countersunk hole into the shell. Once 
through the clam’s hard outer defense, the snail sticks its 
long proboscis through the hole and continues to rasp 
away at the soft flesh inside.

A clam shell with a countersunk hole is not the only sign 
that moon snails inhabit the area. Be on the lookout for 
their egg cases, which are known as sand collars. Each 
collar is about the width and thickness of a lasagna noodle 
and forms a circle roughly the circumference of a tea plate.
Made of sand and mucus, they help camouflage the eggs 
against predation.
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SCAMP

SHORT BIGEYE

SNOWY GROUPER

SPOTFIN BUTTERFLYFISH

Tropical Fish (scamp, short bigeye,  
snowy grouper, spotfin butterflyfish  
and roughtail stingray)

Every summer, the old and new bridges are a 
temporary home to a countless number of trop-
ical organisms that ride the Gulf Stream to Long 
Island. Most are small (butterflyfish, damsels, 
groupers, short bigeyes, filefish, etc.), but several 
species can get quite large. Personally, I have 
witnessed roughtail stingrays that were in excess 
of 200 pounds swimming around the deeper 
sections of both bridges.

roughtail stingray
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blackfish

striped bass

Blackfish 
The “bulldog” of the bridge goes by many names such as 
tautog, tog and white chin, but locally, it is most com-
monly known as a blackfish. They belong to a family of 
fish known as wrasses. This bruiser of a fish grows to 
lengths of 36 inches and weighs up to 28 pounds.
They are a moderately long-lived fish with the largest 
specimens living about 35 or 40 years.
Blackfish feed on an assortment of hard-shelled crus-
taceans and mollusks. They have large teeth—similar 
to ours, but without a dental plan—and powerful jaws 
that can crush through the hardest of shells with ease. 
However, small prey items are often swallowed whole, 
only to be pulverized by pharyngeal teeth that are located 
in their throat.
Blackfish are visual predators that remain active during 
daylight hours and quickly retreat to the shelter of struc-
ture as the sun begins to approach the horizon. Once set-
tled in, they will sleep until sunrise the next morning. It is 
because of this behavior that we do not fish for blackfish 
at night as we do for other species of fish such as bluefish 
and striped bass.

Striped Bass

By far one of the most popular game fish in our region is the 
striped bass, and with an abundance of baitfish, the old and 
new bridges are hot spots for anglers pursuing this highly 
sought after fish. Swift currents are no match for the large, 
powerful tail of a striped bass. They are able to maneuver 
them with ease. Combine their sheer power with an ample 
amount of shady hiding places created by the bridges, small 
fish do not stand a chance against a school of hungry striped 
bass. They lunge out from the shadows, slurping down bait 
fish as they are swept by uncontrollably.

Born and raised on Long Island, Chris Paparo has been explor-
ing the wilds of the island for more than 30 years. As a wildlife 
photographer, writer and lecturer, he enjoys bringing public 
awareness to the diverse wildlife that calls Long Island home. 
His passion for coastal ecology, fishing and the outdoors led 
him to obtain a Bachelor of Science in marine science from 
LIU/Southampton and he currently manages the new Marine 
Sciences Center at the Southampton campus of Stony Brook 
University.

Follow his adventures on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Vimeo 
and YouTube at @fishguyphotos or by visiting his website  
at fishguyphotos.com.




